Refreshingly differe n t :

Cegano – a striking and attractive character that sets itself
apart. This intelligent desk system unites streamlined,
modern design with practical functions for all the challenges of modern office life.
The filigree, unmistakeable form is also impressive for its
stability and durability. After all, Cegano comes from C+ P,
the market leader for steel furniture.

R o u n d . S q u a re . A t t r a c t i v e .
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Two shapes – one system:
Cegano desk systems are optionally available with a
round-tube frame…

… or a square-tube frame, just as you wish. Both
variants are height-adjustable from 650 - 850 mm,
so they can be adjusted perfectly for every user.

A remarkable feature of Cegano is its range of variants.
Both frame shapes offer a large number of top shapes and
materials as well as numerous linking and combination
options – from a classic individual desk through to multiple
configurations with flexible wall systems. So you are perfectly equipped to deal with all tasks – including any future
changes.
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Cegano shapes rooms.

Cegano from C+ P stands for a complete workstation
system with solutions for every application. How would
you like to furnish your room? From the tried and tested
double workstation to modern 120° group workstations
and even a workbench solution – anything is possible.
You have the office. We have the furniture.
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Modern
White surfaces. Chrome
and glass. Transparency.
Attractive storage
space: the pure office!
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Convenient height adjustment:
User-friendly and future-proof height
adjustment from 650 - 850 mm,
adjustable in 10-mm steps.

Both excellence and fascination are easily recognizable.
The product personality of Cegano is characterized by an
unmistakeable “runner” design. A formal language where
straight lines are attractively combined with soft curves.
The chrome-plated version of the runner is not only
sophisticated, but also immensely resistant thanks to its
durable surface.

Unmistakeable.

In this successful interplay of contrasts, the filigree runner
encloses the robust, black-grey core.

Raster height adjustment:
The height adjustment works
quickly and simply with socket
head screws…
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…or a quick-action lock in the
square-tube frame and is convenient to use.

High-tech in the office:
Fully extensible pull-outs
with parallel control, a
self-closing system and
an anti-tilt mechanism.
Optionally available with
soft closing silencers.
Satin-finish glass:
In doors and shelves. For an even
more sophisticated cupboard look.

Beautiful and functional:
The Cegano design runner
– here in the chrome-plated
design.

The timeless design of Cegano makes it easy to select
office cupboards. Combining it with the Symbio cupboard
system is just one of numerous ideal options. You can
choose from an extremely wide range of cupboard

Symbio sideboards:
Cupboards from the Symbio
range and Cegano desks
match together perfectly.

variants – from the double-door version to the drawer
model. Mix and match your own “feel-good office”
with desks, cupboards and pedestals from C+P.

Cable aperture sockets:
The cable aperture sockets may be
positioned at any point on the
desk. They are available in plastic
or in a metal design with a brush
insert.
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Moving
on up
A sit/stand dynamic.
Black-grey steel. Satinfinish glass. Cherry decor:
an office of the highest
quality!
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C+P is well known for seamlessly integrating the sit/stand
dynamic into all its office ranges. Life is movement! And
good furniture gives you the necessary freedom to move.

Sit. Stand. Move.

The Cegano range offers you the choice: would you like
to extend your workstation with an ergonomic sit/stand
work area using the mobile occasional table? Or does the
sit /stand desk with telescopic height adjustment (pneumatic or electric) suit your concept better?
In either case, the same applies: stand up more often –
and stay fit!

Sit/stand occasional table:
Height-adjustable, mobile occasional
tables bring movement to the office
and are ideal for efficient brief
meetings.

Simple adjustment:
Thanks to the manual release for
the pneumatic spring directly under
the desk, you can quickly reach the
desired height (685 - 1100 mm).

Mobile freedom:
The casters integrated in the base
plate provide ideal leg room. With
them, you can place the occasional
table in the right position in a flash.
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Pneumatic height adjustment:
The Cegano version with pneumatic
height adjustment is fitted with a
T-frame made of rectangular tubes.
The pneumatic spring is available in
various lifting power ranges to suit
different table loads. The optional
casters guarantee unlimited mobility.

Symbio cupboards:
The Symbio cupboard system
harmonizes beautifully
with Cegano.

Electric motor:
The electric height adjustment is
available on request with memory
control.

Double telescope
(pneumatic spring):
With an adjustable height of
650 - 1250 mm , the double
telescope assures compliance
even with future standards.

Dark-light contrast:
In white aluminium, white or
chrome, the runner provides an
attractive dark-light contrast with
the black-grey core.

The sit/stand desks with telescopic height adjustment
are far ahead of their time. With an adjustable height of
650 - 1250 mm (pneumatic or electric double telescope),
they assure compliance even with future standards,
strong lifting power and a high adjustment speed.

Double telescope (electric):
The Cegano version with electric
height adjustment is fitted with
a C-frame made of square tubes.
It is also available with double
telescope and a height adjustment range of 650 - 1250 mm.
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Cosmopolitan
Wooden floor. Inspiring
views. Metallic and natural
shades. Systematic order:
a high-level office!
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Desktop organizers:
The railing set for desktop
organizers can accommodate
several organizational helpers.

Greeting, welcoming, discussing briefly while standing up
– the reception point for visitors promotes spontaneous
communications and can also easily be connected to a
desk later.

You’re always welcome.

Our upgrade concept offers even more options. They
include the equipment board, the customizable desktop
organizers or the add-on modules for orga walls: Cegano
will keep pace with change even in the future.

Within reach:
The height-adjustable equipment
board, e.g., for a printer or a fax.
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Stationery tray:
Always within reach. For quick,
hand-written notes.

Monitor holder:
In various models, for TFT
monitors with VESA standard.

The visitor reception point is available as a solo version
with a round top for fastening to an individual table or as
a duo version with a rectangular top for fastening to a
double workstation. Regardless of whether your Cegano

Flexible and durable:
The mobile high pedestal
with its maxi-casters is
always ready, wherever it
happens to be needed.

has a round-tube or square-tube frame, with C+P you can
always remain flexible.
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Fresh
Bright environment.
White furniture.
Revitalizing feature
colours. Discretion
and communication:
an office for ideas!
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If you require visual and acoustic screening while ensuring
that spontaneous communications are possible at the same
time, then C+P wall systems are the perfect solution. All
the necessary equipment can be integrated easily. The
power and data supply, the monitor mounts and storage
Asisto drawer cabinets:
The ideal helpers for all
filing and organizational
tasks.

possibilities – everything is in or on the wall.

Concentrating and communicating.

The height of the desks can be adjusted to suit each individual employee. And thanks to the easy mobility of the
walls, you can react quickly to any changes.
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Asisto drawer fittings:
Drawer cabinets from the Asisto range allow you to tidily store all conventional types of organizational media – from the classic suspension
file through to data carriers.

Do you have rapidly changing concentration and communication needs in your office? Then mobile sit/stand
pedestals from the Asisto range are the right alternative
– as a meeting point, a seat and valuable storage space. In
this way, the range opens up new dimensions of efficiency
and flexibility for creative project work.

Linear linking:
Available for walls of identical or
different heights.

T-linking:
Available for walls of identical or
different heights. Also possible as
cross-linking.
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The ultimate in technology.

The Cegano workstation system has been carefully thought
through from A to Z and is absolutely peerless. Here is an
overview of the most important characteristics and details:

Frame shapes

Two shapes – one system:
Cegano desk systems are optionally
available with a round-tube frame…

Height adjustment

Raster height adjustment:
The height adjustment works quickly
and simply with socket head screws…

…or a quick-action lock in the squaretube frame and is convenient to use.

Exclusive height adjustment:
The electric height adjustment is avail
able on request with memory control.

Double telescope (electric):
The Cegano version with electric
height adjustment is fitted with a
C-frame made of square tubes. Fitted
with a double telescope, the desk
offers a height adjustment range
of 650 - 1250 mm.

Double telescope (pneumatic spring):
The Cegano version with pneumatic
height adjustment is fitted with a
T-frame made of rectangular tubes.
It is also available with double telescope and a height adjustment range
of 650 - 1250 mm.

Vertical cable routing:
Brings the cables securely and flexibly
down to the floor.

Integrable technology box:
The technology box that can be integrated in the tabletop safely houses your
power and data supply and provides extremely easy and direct access. Flap open
– and all the cables and devices are quickly accessible for you. Flap closed – and
the desk is immediately neat and tidy.

… or a square-tube frame, just as you
wish. Both variants are height adjust
able from 650 - 850 mm.

Electric or pneumatic height adjustment

Comfort height adjustment:
The electric height adjustment from
650 - 1250 mm.

Wiring technology

Cable aperture sockets:
Available in plastic or – as shown here
– in metal with a stainless steel look
and a brush seal.
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Add-on elements

CPU fixture:
The central PC unit is housed efficiently
in this variable fixture; its height, depth
and width can be adjusted.

Acrylic modesty panel:
The modesty panel made of satin-finish
acrylic glass protects against curious
glances.

Glass modesty panel:
On request, the modesty panel is also
available in satin-finish toughened
safety glass (TSG) or in steel.

Equipment board:
Always in reach: the height-adjustable
equipment board, e.g., for a printer or
a fax.

Visitor reception-point solo:
With a round top. For lateral attachment.

Visitor reception-point duo:
With a rectangular top, and rounded
corners. For lateral attachment on two
tables

Wiring:
Power and data flow always in the
right place.

Multibox:
The practical fixture for notes and
small parts.

Tray:
Available in A4 landscape and portrait
format.

CD rack:
The most important data carriers
always within reach.
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I t ’s y o u r c h o i c e .

The Cegano range offers the right workstation for every

Your C+ P furniture adviser will be glad to give you more

application. Because we set great store by variability. You

information and to demonstrate the ideal solution for you.

can bet our range has the right one for you, too.

Frame models
Round-tube or square-tube, with
height adjustment. Alternatively
available as a sit/stand workstation
with pneumatic (rectangular tube,
T-frame) or electric (square tube,
C-frame) height adjustment, both
with single or double telescope.

Top shapes and sizes
From 800 x 800 to 2000 x 800 mm and
from 1600 x 900 to 2000 x 900 mm.

Upgrade possibilities
Corner connectors, add-on tables, mobile
occasional table and meeting table.

Workstation variants
and wall systems

Height-adjustable occasional tables

Mobile occasional furniture
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An ingenious combination.

DCPB tabletop:
Standard desk, 25 mm thick as a
directly coated particle board with
a wood or solid decor and edge
band.

You can choose from many attractive colour coatings at
C+P as a standard feature. We are also always glad to
fulfil all your own particular colour wishes. You can find
the entire C+P colour and decor selection and additional
information on the topic of colour design in the latest
catalogue. Have fun choosing!

Decors:
Many contemporary decors
are available for the tabletops and cover plates.

HPL tabletop:
HPL (high pressure laminate) board,
16 mm thick.

Tabletop in real wood:
Three-layer fine particle board,
25 mm thick, with real-wood
veneer and solid-wood edge.

Real-wood veneers:
The right choice for representative areas.
Many contemporary veneers are available.

Frame colours:
The Cegano desk frames are available in the colour shades white aluminium, white and black-grey.
They can be combined with runners in white aluminium, white, black-grey and chrome.
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Incidentally:
C+P is a true specialist for tasteful and efficient furniture made of
steel! Over several decades, we have developed a mastery of this field
that is virtually unsurpassed. So it is hardly surprising that our customers have made C+P the market leader in several product segments.
Further information on Cegano and the address of a specialist dealer
in your vicinity are available from
Tel. +49 (0) 64 65/919-340
info@cpmoebel.de

C+P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Boxbachstraße 1 · D-35236 Breidenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-340 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-349
E-Mail info@cpmoebel.de
Internet www.cpmoebel.de

